Mexico City, Mexico
May 31, 2015

Nexxus Capital completes investment in AGS NASOFT

Nexxus Capital announced that through Nexxus VI Trust and Nexxus Capital Private Equity VI, L.P. (jointly
“Nexxus VI” or the “Fund”) has completed its investment in AGS NASOFT México S.A. de C.V. (“AGS
NASOFT”) and has acquired a stake of 28.61% in AGS NASOFT, a multiregional IT services company
specialized in critical IT development and support services, as well as SAP implementation services.
AGS NASOFT operates in eight countries, mainly Mexico, Brazil, and Spain, maintaining long term
relationships with well positioned clients in the financial services sector and in the industrial and commercial
sectors, as well as with government institutions. AGS NASOFT has a proven operating model which is
executed by a management team that has over 20 years of experience in the IT industry.
Nexxus Capital will participate as a strategic partner in order to capitalize AGS NASOFT and help it become
a consolidating platform in the industry primarily in Latin America, the United States, and Spain.

***

About Nexxus Capital
Nexxus Capital is the largest independent private equity firm in Mexico and has one of the longest and most
successful track records in private equity in Latin America focused on enhancing the value of its portfolio
companies. Nexxus Capital has raised and managed five funds with aggregate capital commitments of over
US$1.2 billion and is the only Mexican private equity manager that has listed five portfolio companies in the
public markets.
Nexxus VI will make equity investments in Mexican midsized companies with high-growth potential whose
value can be enhanced through improved management and operations, value-added acquisitions and
application of world class business models.
Nexxus VI’s preferred sectors are specialty retail, financial services, consumer products, business services,
logistics, distribution and warehousing, health and education.
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